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AND SO BEAUTIFUL! e 

How long were you looking for a warm, nicely-colored scarf? Here it is! “Handy” is just the scarf 

you wanted. Such fine material, such quality! And you can choose between many lovely shades. 

You can wear it with your coat, you may wrap it round your head, you can wear it with a pull-over 

to add some gaiety — you even may drape it round your waist — there is little you can’t do with 

a “Handy”. And there's no harm done if you are caught in the rain — your “Handy” won't wrinkle 

or shrink. It is also a perfect gift. Don’t wait! Get your “Handy” today! g 

P. S. “Handy” wool fabrics are known for their 

quality. So be sure to get for your children, too, the 

best there is: “Handy” warm, woolen underwear. 

“HANDY” WOOL FABRICS - WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Set in Horizon Light and Horizon Bold 

Printed in Germany



Chai = 

More than any other piece, the chair is the measure ry 

of fine cabinet making. The chair sets the keynote in ! 5 

styling and because of the finesse involved in fine 

chair making, it represents a challenge to both, the 

craftsman and designer. 

The Ostermor collection includes 75 fine examples 

of modem chair making. 

pe 

The Ostermor Furniture Inc.
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Nature e1 dowec | mankind with their beauty... but also made it 

necessary for man to protect this beauty against the attacks of in- ee 
1 disease. Trees must be cared fo : g sects and 2 -T es cared fo . And, should you picture 

in ourmind’s eye yo “ jome w thout trees, then, surely, you will 
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Good tree care, scientific tree.care costs so little to provide so 

EGS 
much. The sei entif ic way eliminates guesswork and needless loss; - 

it means knowing what to do, and how and when to do it for best 

results. It means quick work with speciall designed ools and” 

feet z: y 
materials, and efficient work by experienced, trained di endricians, 

The scientific way, backed by scientific laborat ory! Sees | ch, ¢ xe: ge 
: eae ger peas. 

rimentation and analysis, is best exemplified by The Bart tlett Way. 
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THE BARTLETT TREE EXPERT CO. 

HOME OFFICE AND RESEARCH LABORATORIES STAMFORD, CONN. 

~ Set in Horizon Light and Venus Extrabold Extended : : 

- Printed tn Germany
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TALISMAN - A perfect Lily for the border or open woodland. Ideal for cutting. 

Height 4 to 6 feet; a must in every Lily garden. Blooms in July. 

» Price 75c each; $7.50 per dozen. 

_ LILLIAN CUMMINGS - Grenadine-red flowers on 3 to 5 ft. stems, flowers in July. 

Price $1.00 each; $10.00 per dozen. 

GOLDEN CHALICE HYBRID - Superb vigorous garden Lily, ideal for the Peren- 

nial Border. Golden-yellow with dark green foliage, flowers in June. Drought resistant. 

Price $1.00 each; $10.00 per dozen. 

\ STATELY ARISTOCRATIC DELPHINIUMS - Field grown clumps in shades 

of heavenly blue with white bees, true blue, clear lavender-pink and deep violet, as well 

as pure white. Six ft. spires flowering in June and in September, if planted this Spring. 

Price $1.50 each; $15.00 per dozen. 
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GROWERS OF THE WORLD'S FINEST ROSES AND PERENNIALS 

Set in Horizon Medium and Horizon Light Italic
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waa a | Consumer research told us what photographers wanted in a projector 

i Se 
HG Engineering brought all these features together in one superlative machine 

i} ‘i . ; j PT Precision building resulted in a machine that will be a joy to use through the years 

om 1/ \) See the outstanding features of the Shylme. at your dealer’s now 
— \/ \I 

\ Better illumination superior condenser and lens deliver more lumens to screen 

Sharper definition fast, coated anastigmat lens assures sharp image and true color to edge of screen 

Smart appearance handsome Hammerloid or satin finish accents stream-lined design 

Sturdy construction All metal parts are die cast 

NEW! AUTOMATIC SLIDE CHANGER 

Revolutionary new Airequipt fully-automatic slide changer 

fits all Skyline models 

This amazing slide changer selects slide, centers it in focus, returns it to the magazine 

and selects next slide — all automatically. Your hands never touch the slides. 

SVE Society For Visual Education, Inc. 

1345 Diversey Parkway - Chicago 14, Illinois 

Set in Venus Extrabold Extended and Futura Book 

Printed in Germany
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LEICA M-3 

Now available throughout the country at your authorized Leica dealer. 
Set in Hellenic Wide and Venus Extended Printed in U.S.A.



“68 Want a great Golf Ball? 
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Get them at your pro shop in the new weather-tight threesome tube 

MacGregor dq D ° THE GREATEST NAME /N GOLF 

CINCINNATI 32, OH/O 

Hospitality with the Velvet Touch! : 

One of the world’s distinguished hotels offers large, luxurious rooms and suites - 

designed for gracious living, transient or permanent. Many rooms and suites are air 

conditioned and have AM-FM radio . . . large screen television sets. 

The exquisite SAVOY ROOM ... and the smart, casual CAFE LOUNGE make 

dining a pleasurable event. Six beautifully appointed banquet and private dining rooms 

for social and business gatherings - accommodations for 10 to 500 persons. 

Europe-bound Travelers 

Savoy-Plaza guests en route to Europe upon request will be furnished letters of intro- 

duction to owners and/or managers of correspondent European hotels - assuring them 

a warm welcome on foreign shores. Write or telephone Mr. John F. Isard, Manager. 

Fifth Avenue at 58th Street overlooking Central Park, NEW YORK 

Set in Venus Medium Italic and Futura Black; Venus light Extended, Venus Bold Extended and Lilith 

; Printed in Germany
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NACI NS Time and time again, they'll thank you for their Acrosonic. 
='(\t NA 

Bye TS 
les a ea a, Y@ Every Acrosonic Piano has the famous “full-blow” action, 

AN Ncwa the big tone and beautiful design and finish 

ALIS oo 

aU J - i “7 for which Baldwin is well known. 
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The Baldwin Piano Company oa eres ) Cincinnati 2, Ohio 
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FACTORING SERVICE LIKE OURS MEANS 

YOU GET QUICK, SURE PAYMENT 

FOR EVERY SALE. DOLLARS ARE ON THE LINE 

THE MOMENT YOU MAKE SHIPMENT. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

ARE OUR RESPONSIBILITY, ALONG WITH ALL CREDIT RISKS 

AND COLLECTION PROBLEMS. If YOU’RE NOT DOING 

BUSINESS FOR CASH, WHY NOT FIND OUT If WE CAN HELP? 

JUST WRITE OR PHONE. 

greeff and co.,inc. eS 
51 madison avenue, new york 10 - or.9-3380 

Set in Cartoon Light, Cartoon Bold and Futura Medium Condensed
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Ortelec HOUSE & GARDEN 5 aa issue you won t want to miss 

because it is a firsthand report of new ideas in decoration. HE shows you 

how to combine traditional fucniture with modern, how to use color in 

stimulating new ways, te to create attractive room sellings. 

Plus eee exciting features: 

Re A newsmaking collection of documentary prints in fabrics and wallpapers 

> The Italian Influence in new wrought iron furniture designed by Maurizio Tempestrini 

> Siam ... its colors, its influence on decoration today 

b> How to coordinate your kitchen color scheme to the rest of your house 

B How to plan your holiday cooking now 

> Little bulbs to plant now for spring ... terraces planted to create a perfect setting 

B “A little honesty is a dangerous thing” by Russell Lynes 

Set in Trafton Script and Futura Light 

Printed in Germany
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You are cordially invited to attend 

; I ef Ccelial Sin ty 
at our home on sunday, December 2nd, from 4:00-7:00 

all contributions will be donated to the Califon 

Cooperative Nursery School If you came to last year’s party, 

I’m sure you'll come again. 

If you didn’t, ask someone who did 

and then bring your friends, 

week-end guests or even relatives! 

Q fae 

Allan nae CJulian Ofarren Woodglen-Anthony Road 

Set in Corvinus Light and Stradivarius
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in custom styling 

* SAVE the difference 
WINTHROP SHOE in longer wear 

ST. LOUIS - MISSOURI per pair
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If you love me like T love you 

a 

Let S. exgeant 5 keep me good asnew! 

Safe. Sure. Fast-acting. That's the story of Sergeant's Dog 

Care Products. And there's one for just about every need. 

Fleas, for example, are no problem at all when you use 

Sergeant's SKIP-FLEA Soap and Powder. Other products 

take care of worms, ear ailments, insufficient vitamins, skin 

irritation. All veterinarian-certified. Relied on for 76 years. 

FREE colorfull 40-page Sergeant's Dog Book. At drug or pet 

store. Or write Sergeant's, Dept. C-28, Richmond 20, Virginia. 

2 
Sergeants dog cate products 

Set in Gillies Gothic Bold and Futura Book
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REALLY RELAX ona Grace Line cruise 

to the Caribbean and South America 

The »Santa Rosa¢ and »Santa Paulas, especially designed for tropical cruising, provide 

every comfort and luxury: large, outdoor tiled swimming pools; light, airy dining rooms 

on top decks; excellent cuisine; gracious public rooms; beauty salons; sun decks; attrac- 

tive cocktail lounges; dance orchestras; shipboard entertainment and interesting trips 

ashore. Every room is outside, each with private bath. 

Twelve Day Cruises from New York every Friday. Also 16-18 Day Cruises every Friday 

from New York on cargo-passenger »Santas¢. See your travel agent or 

10 Hanover Sq., New York, Agents and offices in all principal cities. 

Set in Futura Light, Medium and Bold Oblique 

Printed in Germany
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> WS eo In the menopause 
. Zi | Y i the character of response 

a LL aS ‘ ae 
= LT ON.” depends on the specificity <= AER, x ’ aegis. i \ F of the hormone 

Q AB 
[7 * ee | / To overcome deficiency of estradiol in the 

> a ' p ; z menopause, estradiol itself must be admin- 

lane ae ar , istered therapeutically. A fully satisfactory 
= 5. Stolk ‘ response may be expected - not merely the 

5 F elimination of some of the symptoms as with 

} the use of substitutes for natural estrogen. 

. PROGYNON preparations of estradiol contain 

; the true follicular hormone for genuine re- 

= turn to normal - a sense of health and well- 

\ being, in addition to relief of vasomotor and 

N Q nervous symptoms. 

: ens , PROGYNON 
Q / (Estradiol U.S.P.) 

= + 
ae Schering Corporation 

oat 4h Bloomfield, N.J. 

Set in Elizabeth Roman, Elizabeth Italic and Weiss Roman Extrabold
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Super-comfortable = . 

Good-looking ian WY ' : 

Long-wearing . fee 7, é 
ie YS SS 

DRAKE <= 
socks from Britain 

ee 

Action-length anklets and regular-length 

half-hose either in pure wool 

with nylon reinforcement, or in a new 

“eee 79‘ Wool— 25% nylon blend. 

D RA h E 20 East 50th Street, New York, N.Y.
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Century has the timeless beauty of fine things. It’s American handmade, classic 

in conception and so inexpensively priced that you can give, or keep, as much 

as you like 

FOSTORIA GLASS COMPANY, MOUNDSVILLE, W. VA. 

Set in Weiss Roman Bold and Legend 

Printed in Germony
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it’s high time to think of your winter- 

wardrobe. Wether you decide upon 

a suit, a coat, or a dress — you'll be 

wanting to wear it soon, so — start 

buying! And don’t be afraid to ask 

for the best: for wonderful Bates 

disciplined fabric. Chambray can re- 

cover its silken smoothness when 

it is really Bates fine, miraculous 

chambray, disciplined and releasing 

creases. It stays fresh and clean 

longer. So, ask for it at fine stores. 

BATES FAB RIC S UNC. 8:0 °W ORTH ST... NEW YORK 14 

Set in Venus light Extended 

Printed in Germany



You ll Live where the S Set 
How would you like to spend all your life on the sunny side of the street? Where 

the sun never sets — to shrink your horizons, to dim your eye, to weight your soul. 

Such a home, lighting-men have dreamed of for over 70 years, ever since Thomas 

Edison’s first electric lamp — a home in which artificial lighting rivals nature’s 

own. And now this home can be yours, brought within your reach by developments 

that make practical at last the home lighting sought for so many years. These 

developments include a great array of new, efficient lamp bulbs, lighting fixtures 

and portable lamps — and electricity now available for everyone at low cost. Using 

all of these facilities, General Electric home lighting specialists have prepared a 

complete set of recipes for light conditioning any American home. These simple, 

concise suggestions show how to get the best lighting for work, play, reading, 

sewing, cooking and every other home seeing task. They introduce a new concept 

in home lighting the “Light Conditioned” home — the home where the sun never sets. 

| @ | t I 

Set in Bauer Topic Medium Italic, Baver Topic Medium and Bold 

Puinted in Germany
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Year in and year out 1 rinidad 

you ll do well with the d lh 

pm , y BRITISH WEST INDIES 

\Seeke” 
hy 

eo = Magic Islands of vivid contrasts! 

'Z (ae re if " ‘ Thrill to calypso rhythms, 

SYN ETE AACE a golden beaches, Moslem mosques, 

all forms of fire, marine 
; Hindu temples. Enjoy wide choice 

and casualty insurance 

it 
ae fac of ne Steet of hotels and guest houses 
bonds. 

H ARTE 0 RD convenient air or sea transportation 

EA CRY devaluated local currency. 

HARTFORD accipent 
AND INDEMNITY COMPANY 

Trinidad & Tobago 
HARTFO RD LIVE STOCK 

INSURANCE COMPANY ° 

Tourist Board 
Hartford 15, Connecticut 

PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD 

Set in Baver Topic Medium, Bayer Bodoni Roman and Baver Bodoni Italic



Wonderland Vacation Fares 7 

f 379} 
( 20% 0ff 3 

Just at the very best time, at the height of your holiday season 

... down come Panagra and Pan American vacation and business 

trip fares by 20%! 

Now you can fly to South America and back over the routes of 

Panagra and Pan American World Airways at a special discount 

... 20 °/o off two one-way fares, good for 90 days starting anytime 

from May 1st through September 30th! 

Now the gates to wonderland are really unlocked! Panama, Peru, 

Ecuador, Colombia, Bolivia, Chile, Argentina, Brazil are ready 

and waiting for you! Get set for food you'll talk about for the 

rest of your life... for Panagra service that will make you feel 

like a king! 

Check with your travel agent today! There’s never been an op- 

portunity like this before! 

Pan American - Grace Airways, Inc. PA NA GRA 

Set in Baver Bodon! Roman, Baver Bodon! tale and Baver Bodonl Bold Italic
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Among the scores and scores of scents available in this country, Five O’Clock 

eau de parfum is absolutely unique. There's nothing like it, absolutely nothing. 

Why? First, because its fragrance is in a class by itself — a rare enfleurent of 

jasmine, rose, sandalwood and other costly essences. Second, because it is so 

ae 
gloriously concentrated that it lasts from tea-time until dawn. Lavish Five O'Clock 

ae 
all over you — on your décolletage, your temples, the nape of your = and 

ae 
your throat. These mysterious pulse spots make Five O'Clock last even longer. 

The best stores now have Hiye O'Clock eait*de parfum in the exquisite little 

cocktail shaker with the golden top, at 5.50 for four ounces, 3.00 for two ounces. 

Po If you know anything about perfume, you will recognize that these prices are 

ae 
staggeringly low. 

ee ae a ae ae 

ae 

* SS 2 Boe bE bk ee 

Set in Horizon Light, Horizon Bold and Horizon Italic 

Printed in Germany



America’s favorite for over 30.000.000 windows!



LOOK LIKE 

AN INDIAN! 

Wouldn’t you, too, like to look brown as an 

Indian? It’s so easy ... just put a little Ar- 

denaSun lotion on yourskin and wait forthe 

most wonderful suntan. Ardena Sun lotion 

makes skin beautifully soft, prevents sun- 

burn. Now you can sun as long as you like. 

But also try Ardena if you have no time to G 

take long sunbaths. With Ardena you brown 

easily and much faster. There is an Ardena 

lotion for everybody. Your husband will like 0 (O) \\ 

a deep sun-tan, you'll like a soft brown one 

more. Ask your dealer. He will give you the 

lotion which is best for your skin. The next 

time you sunbathe, be sure it is with Ardena! 

CI 
ELIZABETH ARDEN © 

viet Caton
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It’s easy to please the whole family when Phe: r 

NA 
you give them a wonderful choice at e y 

breakfast. Just treat them with Post-Tens z —- 

ee 

and then let every member of the family \ 

choose his favorite... or try a different QC) \ 

cereal every day in the week. Post-Tens vb 7 a 

offers a choice of seven wholesome and Re = ») 

ov 8 

delicious Post Cereals in ten individual 4] e We 

and no-waste boxes. Have breakfast to- me 
e 8 a 

8 
morrow the fine, simple Post-Tens way! : Mie e 
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A PRODUCT OF GENERAL FOODS. P O ST-TEN by 

Set In Baver Bodoni Extrabold 

Printed in Germany
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f | rae Unexpected, the fabric, 
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a 
lait Veal In a Byzantium-like print 

Ir 

iy of subtle tones: rosy red 

| | with moss green or mustardy 
|] 

ellow wit ale blue. yellow with pale bl 

/ Both with black velveteen 

/ collar, cuffs and buttons. 

Sizes 10 to 16. 
SS 

/ p 

ee Young moderns 

fourth floor 

a zi) 
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FIFTH AVENUE AT 52nd STREET, NEWYORK — & fy RNIBRD Co 
PAS BAS 

Mail or phone orders filled, MU 8-2000 bsixno Saat 
FOUNDED LONDON 

1880 

Set in Bauer Bodoni Roman and Bernhard Cursive Bold ‘ 
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first in color 
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first in design 

STRAHAN, for years, has led the field of fine wallpapers in craftsmanship and 

generations of know-how... imitated but never equalled. Perfect example...the 

versatile small-design prints so much in demand now were pioneered by Strahan 

many years ago, starting a vogue. The colors, too, are the famous Strahan hues... 

designed for today’s living to harmonize the old with the new. 

SWIRARAIN CO. 
Manufacturers of fine wallpapers since 1886 

pe 

Better coffee the modern way automatically 

8 Perfect’ with PENTEL 
Q America's favorite coffeemaker 

a For perfect coffee every time, choose Perfect... Just set it and 

& forget it! Select the strength you want, and Perfect takes over, 

automatically brews coffee to correct strength and signals 

me when done. Your coffee stays hot, too, cup after cup at perfect 

ee &: serving temperature without adding strength. And remember, 

Yy & Perfect has no bowls or extra cumbersome parts to remove. 

ss & * with the exclusive Flavor-Selector 

Set in Beton Light, Beton Extrabold and Beton Open; Futura Book, Futura Book Oblique and Futura Display
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e e e / 

5 knowing where to alm: 

WE HAD A CALL from a plant that thought it had a water problem. It wasn't the 

water at all. But Hagan found the trouble anyway. 

Here's what happened. 

This plant was rejecting too much finished product because of poor water repell- 

ence. The Superintendent blamed the water. The Plant Engineer said the water 

was ok. Hagan, already in the plant on a boiler water conditioning job, was asked 

to check. 

Hagan saw right away that the trouble couldn't be in the process water, so no time 

was wasted on that. Instead, Hagan dug out the fact that practically all the trouble 

occurred on one particular shift - because a usually reliable man had become lax 

in certain procedures. 

The point is that Hagan engineers know so much about water that they can save 

you time and money whenever your trouble is water - and often when you only 

think it is. That's why thousands of companies and municipalities rely on Hagan 

to keep their water right. 

Hagan’s practical, thorough approach to problems gets industry out of trouble in 

matters pertaining to combustion control, process control and force measurement, 

too. In fact, Hagan’s approach and followthrough are so respected that 98 of 

America’s 100 largest industrial companies are Hagan clients. If you have problems, 

it might really be a mistake not to get in touch with Hagan Building, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

H A G A N CORPORATION AND 

SUBSIDIARIES 

Set In Gillies Gothic Light, Beton Medium, Beton Bold and Beton Medium Condensed 

Printed in Germany



L... of ways to get clothes dirty... 

ae 

But here's the way to keep them clean! 

New Companion Piece automatic home laundry, washers and dryers. 

Comes washday, and it’s you against the whole family! How to stay on top? It’s easy with 

a Companion Piece Laundry, Hamilton's exciting new Automatic Washer and new 1954 Dryer. 

Careful, though. If you're shopping for easier washdays, don't settle for less than a Hamilton! 

And this new washer gets your wash so clean! Washdays won't be a horror anymore — Hamilton 

does all the work for you! 

HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

Set in Horizon Light and Horizon Bold



At last! 

Rice that stays flu Y 

even when you cook it hours 

before serving! 

Now you can serve your family light, fluffy rice every time with amazing 

new ease. Uncle Ben’s Rice is specially processed before milling to cook 

fluffy and stay fluffy (even cold or reheated) and no special care needed. 

Gives you far more nourishment - far more for your money. One cup of 

Uncle Ben’s makes four cups of nourishing, fluffy rice. Guaranteed fiuffy. 

Uncle Ben’s Rice is made by the exclusive vacuum-pressure process that 

drives natural B-vitamins and minerals (lost in ordinary milling) deep into 

the grain. More nourishing. Easier cooking. Fluffy every time. 

ae = i oe are trademarks Sr) : “oN 

of Lonverte Uce, Inc. a ey 

CONVERTED RICE, INC. HOUSTON, TEXAS TAN 

v 

UNCLE BEN’S RICE
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the iyference in ascinate Vv ( 

i 
This strapless bra uplifts...separates...nips in the smooth 

waistline... with never a hint of that “caged” feeling. All due 8 8 

to the designing skill that places a light, flexible bone just ening P pnt, J 

. there, stops a softly wired plunge exactly here. Try long-line 

“fascinate” at your favorite store —in white nylon taffeta with 

embroidered nylon marquisette upper cups, black satin or ) 1 PP’ Ps, 

black nylon marquisette, 

5.95; also white satin, $5. Sizes 32-40 B, 32-42 C. 3 ° 

THE H&W COMPANY INC. 276 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 

Set in Bernhard Cursive, Bauer Bodoni Roman and Bauer Bodoni Extrabold 

Printed in Germany
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THE BIG RESULTS of specialization have always been \ (ie —— 

af more knowledge, better products, maximum economies. Y 

t : Sm \ mn J fp 
L’={ \~-<— We go to the builder for a house, to the gardener 

Se wy) Ls 
~y SS 4 for landscaping, to the stonemason for a wall. 
M 1 be VWR\ 

4 SRE = 
id Ss . The dentist makes a fine upper plate, but there’s no 

substitute for the skills of photo-engraving to turn 

out a plate that will print well! 

The key word is specialization, well exemplified 

by Chemco’s devotion to the subject: Designing, 

building, and supplying the finest equipment 

and materials for plate makers. 

Chemee (Photoproducts Company, Gane 

Cameras - Film - Carbon tissue - Darkroom and developing equipment : Printing equipment 

Stripping and sensitizing equipment - Etching equipment - Chemicals - Tools and supplies 

Set in Legend, Weiss Roman and Weiss Roman Bold 

tinted Gersiany
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Perfect Gina: surprise I | P 

| 

A cotton frock thal captures the gay spicit | 

of the Alpine people ++. merry as A yodel, enticing asa cookie jar. Die —prece, 

pi eee. SUS editor Neer with Se: acale white onal hase: P P 4 

Wh a hidden pocket, of course. 

Covet Sizes | to 3, about $3.95; 3 to 6x, about $4.95; 

7 to 12, about $5.95. 

KATE GREENAWAY - 1333 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18 

Set in Trafion Script and Weiss Roman
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